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Overview 

Background & Objectives 
 

The Education to Career Network of North San Diego County (North County) works to leverage 

resources and increase collaboration and partnerships among providers of adult education and 

support services within the region. Through its member districts, the Network provides adult 

students with ongoing learning opportunities by offering high quality, relevant, and responsive 

courses, programs and services. The purpose of the Network, one of five within San Diego 

County, is to assist students in reaching their individual educational goals including career 

advancement, college preparation, and life enrichment. Network members include Escondido 

Adult School, Palomar Community College, Poway Adult School, Ramona Adult School, San 

Marcos Adult School, and Vista Adult School. 

 

Funded through the Adult Education Block Grant (AEBG), the Education to Career Network 

provides a unique opportunity for adult schools in North San Diego County and Palomar College 

to collaborate with the goal of transforming, revitalizing and aligning adult education programs 

to better prepare students to enter the workforce.   

 

In order to garner specific information about current and anticipated workforce needs in North 

San Diego County, the Education to Career Network of North County contracted Luth Research, 

a San Diego based, independent market research company, to conduct a two-part research 

study focused on the following research objectives: 

 Identify the number and types of jobs available in North County to adults without a 

Bachelor’s degree 

 Determine which companies have job openings, what the jobs entail, and what kinds of 

skill sets are needed for success in these positions 

 Highlight any “hot” jobs or industry sectors where adults without a Bachelor’s degree 

are more likely to gain employment 

 Uncover what adults without a Bachelor’s degree need to have by way of educational 

assistance to help them get jobs, and how adult education in North County can be 

improved 

 

Luth was provided with a list of “emerging industries” from the Leadership Council which were 

derived from the San Diego Workforce Partnership and the San Diego and Imperial Counties 

Community Colleges Association (SDICCCA).  The list includes the advanced manufacturing, 

biotech, clean tech, healthcare, information technology (IT), transportation, tourism, and 

defense/maritime industries. 
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Research Methodology 
 

Quantitative 

 

The quantitative portion of the research study was conducted from November 30, 2015, 

through March 8, 2016. Luth administered a 15-minute questionnaire to 100 North County 

employers who have significant influence on the hiring decision-making process within their 

company and who hire employees with less than a Bachelor’s degree. Targets were also set to 

include employers working in the emerging industries listed above. Ultimately employers from 

the defense/maritime industry did not participate, and participating employers in the tourism 

industry all belonged to the food services industry.  To view the full questionnaire, see 

Appendix A. 

 

Data Collection and Recruitment 

This study employed a primary data collection methodology in which data was collected 

directly from the audience of interest. Conducting primary research allows us to customize 

sampling procedures and questions to address the exact research objectives under 

consideration. This is unlike secondary research, often used in employment projection reports, 

in which we must rely on indirect data sources that likely do not address the unique objectives 

at hand.  

 

Employers were recruited using a two-pronged approach to business to business (B2B) 

recruitment including directly calling (N=88) and emailing (N=12) North County employers. 

Telephone research was employed as it remains the most valid and effective methodology for 

B2B research. Online surveying was added to reach employers who are busiest during 

telephone recruitment hours.  

 

North County employer email sample was provided by members of the Education to Career 

Network. North County employer phone sample was provided by Luth in partnership with 

Survey Sampling International (SSI) – an established name in B2B research. To ensure the 

highest quality of phone sample, Luth and SSI in partnership with Dun & Bradstreet verifies and 

updates all business phone numbers in their database on a quarterly basis. 

 

Quality Assurance 

To maintain high quality questionnaire completes, a pre and post quality assurance process was 

employed. Prior to the administration of the questionnaire, questionnaire programming was 

evaluated through several tests to ensure that questions were unambiguous, logical, and being 
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asked to the appropriate group of participants. After questionnaires were complete, all data 

was checked using a rigorous data checking process including, but not limited to, checks for the 

following: speeders/professional survey takers, consistency of company name provided with 

the corresponding industry mentioned, and legibility of open-answer responses.  

 

Profile of Completes 

As shown in Figure 1, all participating employers have at least a large amount of influence over 

the hiring decision making process and half of employers hold C-Level titles within their 

company. A variety of industries are represented by the employers, with most employers 

belonging to the food services, transportation, construction, healthcare, or IT industries. The 

advanced manufacturing, biotech, and clean tech industries are not as well represented as was 

expected likely due to limited hiring of employees with less than a Bachelor’s degree in those 

industries. The majority of companies surveyed employ less than 50 employees, and more than 

half of companies have been in business for less than 15 years. The majority of the companies 

are in the inland region of North County. For a full distribution of ZIP codes included, see 

Appendix C. 

Figure 1 

Quantitative Employer Profile 

 
 

Projection of Findings to North County 

In order to accurately represent North County employers and maximize cost and time 

efficiency, a sample size of N=100 was recommended. A sample size of N=100 is statistically 
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valid at a 95 percent confidence level with a margin of error of 9.8 percentage points – a 

reasonable figure for B2B research as business audiences are often costly and difficult to reach. 

 

The percentage of employers hiring and the average number of positions available among the 

100 employers surveyed were projected to the North County employer population using a 

weighting model based on a distribution of establishments by business size. The North County 

employer population was calculated using census data from the “2013 Census ZIP code 

Business Patterns by Employment Size Class,” the latest version available at the ZIP code level, 

for each of the North County ZIP codes listed in Appendix C (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013).  

 

Accuracy of projections was maintained by calculating projections by business size to prevent 

very large businesses from inflating overall findings, and by removing outliers by business size in 

the number of positions available using the outlier labeling rule. 

 

Qualitative 

 

The qualitative in-depth interview (IDI) portion of the research study was conducted from April 

5, 2016, through April 15, 2016. Luth conducted 10 IDI’s with a selected sub-set of employers 

who completed the questionnaire to further investigate themes found in the questionnaire. 

IDI’s were conducted by phone (N=6) or in-person at the employer’s place of business (N=4) 

and lasted approximately 30 minutes with each interviewee. All IDI’s were audio recorded at 

the consent of the interviewees and transcribed to be reviewed for analysis.  

  

The interviews covered the following themes:  

 Interviewing decisions 

 Current and future positions 

 Hard and soft skills preferred  

 Technical training preferred  

 Certifications preferred 

 Involvement in adult education 

 Advertising of positions 

 

 To view the full in-depth interview discussion guide, see Appendix B.  

 

Interviewee Selection 

A sub-set of employers who completed the questionnaire were selected to participate in the IDI 

based on company industry, role in their company, company size, whether they were hiring, 

and usefulness of open-answer responses. Higher priority was given to employers who 
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indicated they are hiring, provided useful open-answer responses, and hold C-level titles. 

Employer selection also aimed to represent each of the key industries and a variety of company 

sizes. 

 

Profile of Interviewees 

As shown in Figure 2, the 10 interviewees represent the food services, transportation, 

construction, healthcare, IT, advanced manufacturing, biotech, retail trade, and clean tech 

industries. All interviewees have at minimum a large influence over the hiring decision-making 

process, and 40 percent are currently hiring. The majority of interviewees hold C-level titles 

including CEO’s, presidents, and business owners. Nine of the ten interviewees represent a 

company with no more than 24 employees, and 60 percent of interviewees represent a 

company that has been in business for less than 15 years. Interviewees represent a company 

located in the coastal (40%) or inland (60%) regions of North County.  

Figure 2 

Qualitative Employer Profile 

 
 

Why include in-depth interviews? 

The IDI is a widely conducted and time-tested qualitative research tool. Due to the time-

consuming and strictly qualitative nature of the IDI, a small sample of interviewees is used, and 

results cannot be generalized to the entire population. Still, the IDI is helpful when used to 

supplement quantitative questionnaire research by elaborating upon and providing more 

detailed context to general questionnaire findings. For this study, the IDI was included to 
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elaborate on the ‘what’ and ‘why’ behind the questionnaire findings such as which specific 

technical skills are important and why.  

 

 

Executive Summary 
About 50 percent of North County businesses are currently hiring applicants with less than a 

Bachelor’s degree, and these hiring businesses are projected to have 56,161 job openings that 

require less than a Bachelor’s degree. The greatest percentage of current openings are in the 

food services and IT industries followed by the construction and transportation industries.  The 

positions with the highest average number of openings per business in each of these industries 

include guest services positions (food services), technician positions (IT), facilities/maintenance 

positions (construction), and vehicle operator/pilot positions (transportation) respectively. 

Based on the top three available positions per industry, it is likely that having administrative 

support or maintenance skills can provide employment opportunities in multiple industries.  

 

Growth is also expected within two-thirds of companies in the next year and within 86 percent 

of industries in the next five years. The food services, transportation, construction, healthcare 

and IT industries top the list of industries where growth is expected. The greatest percentage of 

companies plan to expand in the areas of administrative support (34%) and 

facilities/maintenance (12%), so current and future opportunities exist for individuals skilled in 

these areas.  

 

Education and experience requirements for current and future positions are similar. Nearly 40 

percent of current job openings are available to adults with at least a high school education, but 

having a technical certification expands their options to another 28 percent of job openings. 

Within the next year, 21 percent of employers will add positions which require no more than a 

high school education while 61 percent will add positions requiring more than a high school 

education but less than a Bachelor’s degree. According to employers who were interviewed, 

individuals with previous work experience are preferred and having work experience can 

sometimes substitute having a lower education. In the next year, 60 percent of employers plan 

to add positions which require having previous work experience. 

 

Employers desire applicants with advanced communication skills and technical skills associated 

with the job to fill current and future positions. Applicants with attention to detail, problem 

solving, time management, and basic math skills are also desired. Employers interviewed 

explained that the specific communication skills of interest include social and interpersonal 

communication and professional verbal and written communication skills. Specific technical 
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skills desired by most employers include basic computer literacy and Microsoft Office Suite 

skills. According to employers interviewed, CAD/CAM software skills are desired in the 

construction, biotech, and advanced manufacturing industries. Software development and 

mobile app development skills are currently “hot skills” in the IT industry. 

 

 

Recommendations 

 

Industries and Jobs 

Adult Education programs should focus on equipping adult learners with skills needed for the 

top positions in the current “hot industries” in which adults with less than a Bachelor’s degree 

are most likely to gain employment in North County. This includes the food services, 

transportation, construction, healthcare and IT industries. Study findings suggest that preparing 

adult learners with administrative support and maintenance skills will provide more 

employment opportunities in multiple industries. 

 

Education and Experience 

Adult education programs should invest in technical certification courses and expanding job and 

internship placement programs in order to provide adults with less than a Bachelor’s degree 

with more employment opportunities. Getting work experience will equip students with various 

skills that employers mentioned are important. It will allow them to build work ethic and 

professionalism, develop professional communication skills, develop technical skills, and 

network with professionals in the industry. According to employer interviews, employers can 

benefit from placement programs as well and are willing to get involved, but they need 

assistance from adult education programs to do so.  

 

Skills 

To develop communication skills, adult education programs should incorporate public speaking 

and collaboration projects into courses and find job placements or internships which include 

opportunities to work in a team. Programs may also consider adding courses or workshops on 

professional communication (including in-person, email, and phone communication). 

Important technical skills that programs should add course work for includes Microsoft Office 

Suite skills, CAD/CAM software skills, and software or app development skills. A Microsoft 

Office Suite certification course – including the use of Outlook –can help equip adult learners 

with basic business automation skills and prepare them for administrative support positions in 

multiple industries. A CAD/CAM certification course or program can help prepare adult learners 

for more advanced positions in the construction, advanced manufacturing, and biotech 
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industries. Having software or app development skills can help adult learners gain employment 

in the IT field, but programs should consider investing in courses and certifications at the 

theoretical level as opposed to focusing on a particular programming language. 

 

 

Detailed Findings 

 

Quantitative 
 

2016 

Based on employment projections, 49 percent of North County businesses are hiring for a total 

of 56,161 positions which require less than a Bachelor’s degree. That equates to an average of 

two job openings per business. Breakdowns by company size are shown in Figure 3 and Table 1 

below.  

Figure 3 

North County Hiring Projections 

 

Table 1 

North County Job Openings Projections  

 

 

 
 

As shown in Chart 1, the greatest percentage of businesses with available positions requiring 

less than a Bachelor’s degree are in the food services (20%) and IT industries (16%), followed by 

the construction (14%), transportation (12%) and healthcare (10%) industries respectively. 
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Chart 1 

North County Hiring Projections by Industry 

 
 

The top available positions for applicants with less than a Bachelor’s degree vary from industry 

to industry. Guest services positions in the food services industry, manufacturing/production 

technician positions in the biotech industry, and vehicle operator or pilot positions in the 

transportation industry have the highest average number of openings per employer. Table 2 

below lists the top three available positions for each of the key industries.  

Table 2 

Top Three Available Positions by Industry 

 
 

About two-thirds of all available positions require less than a college degree; 28 percent require 

a technical certification and 39 percent require a high school education or less. Chart 2 shows 

the full distribution of required education levels for current job openings. 
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Chart 2 

Education Level Required for All Current Job Openings 

 
 

Figure 4 below shows employer responses about Palomar Community College (PCC). Half of 

employers said they regularly (12%), sometimes (18%), or rarely (21%) hire applicants with 

education from PCC. Almost 90 percent of those employers say that applicants with education 

from PCC meet some (31%), most (41%), or all (16%) of the job requirements. 

Figure 4 

Palomar Community College Education 
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As shown in Chart 3, nearly two-thirds of employers require advanced oral communication and 

attention to detail skills for current job openings in their company. Math and written 

communication skills are also important although only average proficiency is necessary. Chart 4 

below shows that employers have the most difficulty finding applicants with technical skills 

associated with the job and attention to detail. 

Chart 3 

Skill Level Needed for Job Openings  

 

Chart 4 

Difficult Skills to Find 

Chart 5 below, lists employer recommendations for equipping adult education students with 

the skills, knowledge, and abilities needed for current job openings. Employers most often 

recommended that the education system provide adult education students with courses that 

include hands-on training and opportunities to gain work experience (31%). They also 

recommended increasing public speaking and collaboration projects in courses (28%) in order 

to develop communication skills, adding technical training courses that are aligned with the 

current job market (20%), and teaching basic works skills, work ethic and professionalism (18%).  
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Chart 5 

Employer Recommendations 

 
 

As shown in Table 3, only 22 percent of employers currently have an internship program, but 41 

percent of employers who do not currently have an internship program would consider adding 

one. Chart 6 below shows that nearly half of employers would also consider holding mock 

interviews and adding mentorship programs. 

Table 3 

Have Internship Programs 
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Chart 6 

Other Student Support Activities 

 
 

The various methods employers stated they use for advertising their job openings are listed in 

Chart 7. The greatest percentage of them (83%) advertise their job openings using online 

marketing channels – particularly online job boards. 

Chart 7 

Advertisement of Openings 

 

 

Next Five Years 

 

More than two-thirds of employers stated that their company plans to expand in the next year, 

and nearly 90% of employers expect growth in their industry in the next five years. Figure 5 

shows that the greatest percentage of employers who expect industry growth are in the food 

services industry followed by the transportation, construction, and healthcare industries 

respectively.  
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Figure 5 

Company and Industry Growth 

 

 
To support company growth, more than 60 percent of employers stated they will need to fill 

mid-level skill roles that require more than a high school education and less than a Bachelor’s 

degree while only 21 percent of employers will need to fill low-level skill roles requiring no 

more than a high school education. Applicants with previous work experience will have more 

opportunities in the next year as 60 percent of employers stated they will need to fill roles with 

more experienced workers.  

Figure 6 

Roles to be Filled 

 
 

More than one-third of employers stated they plan to expand their company in the area of 

administrative support. The greatest percentage of employers that stated they plan to expand 
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in the area of administrative support were in the healthcare industry (21%). Table 4 below lists 

the top six positions employers stated the plan to expand in. 

Table 4 

Positions in Which Companies are Expanding 

 
 

The top five skills requiring greater proficiency to support company growth in the next year are 

problem solving skills (45%), critical thinking skills (40%), technical skills (40%), multi-tasking 

skills (39%), and attention to detail skills (37%). 

Chart 8 

Skills Requiring Greater Proficiency to Support Company Growth 

 
Figure 7 shows that more than half of employers stated that current employees will need to 

gain technical skills in order to support industry growth in the next five years. The specific 

technical skills required most often include modern computer skills (33%) and current industry-

specific technical training (27%). Just under half of employers stated that current employees 

will need to gain communication skills in order to support industry growth in the next-five 
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years. Oral and social skills (27%) were most often mentioned as important communication 

skills. 

Figure 7 

Skills Needed of Current Employees to Support Industry Growth 

 
 

As shown in Chart 9 below, recommendations for developing skills needed for industry growth 

are similar to recommendations for developing skills for current positions. About one-third of 

employers expecting industry growth recommended that the education system provide 

students with hands-on training courses and work opportunities in order to equip the 

workforce with the skills needed to support industry growth. 

 

Chart 9 

Employer Recommendations for Developing Skills Needed for Growth 
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Qualitative: IDI Summaries 
*Qualitative findings from IDI’s are based on individual responses from industry representatives. The IDI’s are 

intended to add context and detail to questionnaire findings and cannot be generalized to the entire North County 

employer population.  

 

Interview 1 

Construction - Consulting Company  

In-Person Interview 

Business Owner, S.W. 

 

When preparing for an interview, S.W. suggested that applicants do their homework about the 

company and to treat the interview as an opportunity for the applicant to evaluate whether the 

company is a good fit for them. S.W. stated they would prefer to hire applicants who have 

completed an apprenticeship for the specific position they are applying for, and that having 

previous work or apprenticeship experience can actually substitute having a lack of education. 

In general, skills mentioned as important include writing skills, communication skills, basic 

computer skills including Microsoft Office Suite, computer assisted design (CAD)/computer 

assisted manufacturing (CAM) skills, and building infrastructure management (BIM) skills. In 

order to equip students with the skills mentioned as important, S.W. suggested that programs 

partner with construction unions to set-up apprenticeship programs, teach time management 

skills, and add a construction management course. 

 

When asked about their involvement in adult education, S.W. stated they have worked with 

other advisory boards in the past and would be interested in getting more information about 

joining an adult education advisory board. S.W. also mentioned they would be willing to 

advertise future job openings with adult education programs. 

  

Specific positions S.W. mentioned they are hiring for or will hire for in the near future include 

assistant project management, project management, assistant construction management, field 

inspection, and superintendent for contractor positions. Specific skills and education required 

for these positions are listed in table 5 below. 

Table 5 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 1 
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Interview 2 

Advanced Manufacturing – Machining and Assembly Company 

In-Person Interview 

Business Owner, J.M. 

 

When interviewing, J.M. stated they are more likely to hire applicants who come prepared, and 

who have done research on the position they are applying for. J.M. also stated they prefer to 

hire applicants with previous work experience in the industry but would be willing to train 

applicants for lower paying, entry-level, positions. In general, skills mentioned as important 

include basic mental math, familiarity with the materials and specific tools needed for the 

position, and basic computer skills such as emailing and Microsoft Office Suite. No specific 

certifications were mentioned as required by J.M., but taking courses in Master CAM and 

SolidWorks can give applicants an advantage. In order to equip students with the skills 

mentioned as important, J.M. suggested that programs teach basic math and provide students 

with opportunities to get hands on technical training such as machine operation training. 

 

When asked about their involvement in adult education, J.M. stated they have had mechanical 

engineering apprenticeship programs in the past. J.M. is not currently serving on an adult 

education advisory board but would be interested in getting more information about joining 

one. J.M. also expressed they would be willing to advertise future job openings with adult 

education programs. 

 

Specific positions J.M. mentioned they are hiring for or plan to hire for in the near future 

include mechanical inspection, machine programming, purchasing, and inventory control 

positions. Specific skills and education required for these positions are listed in table 6 below. 

Table 6 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 2 
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Interview 3 

Retail Trade – Private Gas Station 

Telephone Interview 

President, H.L. 

 

When interviewing, H.L. mentioned they prefer applicants who show honesty and who do not 

have large gaps of unemployment. Having previous work experience in the retail industry is not 

required although H.L. explained it is important that applicants have work experience in general 

to show they can maintain a job. In general, skills mentioned as important include basic 

computer, cash register operation, and verbal and written communication skills. H.L. stated 

that although having a certification is not a requirement for positions, applicants who have a 

Microsoft Office Suite certification are preferred. To equip students with the skills mentioned, 

H.L. suggested that adult education programs provide students with opportunities to get work 

experience and develop general work ethic, add basic business management courses, and teach 

verbal and written communication skills. 

 

When asked about setting up an internship program within their company, H.L. stated they 

would not be interested because they don’t think it will benefit their company. H.L. would, 

however, be open to getting more information about joining an adult education advisory board 

and advertising job openings with an adult education program.  

 

Specific positions H.L. mentioned they are hiring for or plan to hire for in the near future 

include bookkeeping, customer service, assistant management, and stock/maintenance 

positions. Specific skills and education required for these positions are listed in table 7 below. 

Table 7 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 3 
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Interview 4 

Clean Tech – Energy Development Company 

Telephone Interview 

President, M.R. 

 

M.R. stated they are more likely to hire an applicant who is prepared for the interview, has 

done research about the job and industry, expresses they are a quick learner, and has a good 

personality. Having previous experience in the field was not noted as necessary by M.R., but 

having some previous work experience in general is preferred. Skills mentioned as important 

for M.R. include maintenance, organization, and multi-tasking skills. Being educated in the 

subject of Biofuels is important in the industry, so M.R. suggested that adult education 

programs add an Introduction to Biofuels course.   

 

Regarding involvement in adult education, M.R. stated they would be interested in getting 

more information about joining an advisory board. They also mentioned that they would be 

willing to advertise openings with an adult education program.  

 

Specific positions M.R. mentioned they are hiring for or plan to hire for in the near future 

include maintenance and technician positions. Specific skills and education required for these 

positions are listed in table 8 below. 

Table 8 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 4 

 
 

Interview 5 

IT – Software Development Company 

Telephone Interview 

CEO, D.L. 

 

When interviewing, D.L. stated they prefer applicants who have done research on the company 

and position ahead of time and who show they are a self-starter. D.L. explained that applicants 

must be driven to keep up with the current technology trends with a desire to improve their 

knowledge of the field and trending programming languages. Having previous corporate 

experience was important to D.L. as well. Skills D.L. mentioned are needed across open 

positions are professional verbal and written communication skills, problem solving skills, and 
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advanced computer skills including web architecture and knowledge of programming 

languages. To prepare students with the skills needed for software development positions, D.L. 

suggested that adult education programs add a course on basic business etiquette and 

professional communication and partner with sophisticated technology development 

companies to create internship opportunities for students. Due to the rapidly progressing rate 

of technology, D.L. also specifically noted that creating a course for any specific programming 

language would not be beneficial. 

 

D.L. does not currently offer an internship program at their company. They are, however, 

interested in learning more about joining an adult education advisory board and advertising job 

openings with an adult education program. 

 

Specific positions D.L. mentioned they are hiring for or plan to hire for in the near future 

include programming, web development, mobile app development, project management, 

graphic design, user experience design, and data analyst positions. Specific skills and education 

required for these positions are listed in table 9 below. 

Table 9 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 5 

 

 

Interview 6 

Transportation – Black Car Service Company 

In-Person Interview 

Director, F.S. 

 

The most important factor F.S. mentioned they desire from applicants during an interview is a 

good personality – particularly in those applying for driver positions. Previous related work 

experience is not required but having some work experience and education is preferred. Skills 

F.S. stated they desire include strong verbal communication, customer service, Microsoft Office 

Suite, and management skills. In order to develop communication skills, F.S. recommended that 

adult education programs incorporate public speaking and collaboration projects into courses 
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and teach students conflict resolution strategies. F.S. also recommended that adult education 

programs add basic computer courses such as a Microsoft Office Suite Course.  

 

When discussing involvement in adult education, F.S. explained that they do not currently have 

any internship programs. F.S. would, however, be interested in getting more information about 

joining an adult education advisory board. Although F.S. typically advertises job openings on 

Craigslist, they stated they would advertise job openings with an adult education program if the 

process was simple. 

 

Specific positions F.S. mentioned they are hiring for or plan to hire for in the future include 

receptionist, scheduling, dispatching, detailing, and mechanic positions. Specific skills and 

education required for these positions are listed in table 10 below. 

Table 10 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 6 

 

 

Interview 7 

Healthcare – Medical Billing Company 

Telephone Interview 

President, M.S. 

 

When interviewing applicants, M.S. expressed they are most concerned with the impression 

made by the applicant. Applicants should be well-dressed, personable, and able to 

communicate their desire for the position. Unlike several other employers interviewed, M.S. 

prefers that applicants have no previous work experience so that they can train them with a 

blank slate. M.S. stated they desire basic computer skills such as Microsoft Office Suite skills – 

particularly Excel and Word. In order to prepare students for a career in the industry, M.S. 

suggested that adult education programs provide students with internship and volunteer 

opportunities to network with professionals already in the industry. M.S. also stated they would 

not recommend that adult education programs include medical billing coding certifications 

anymore as this practice is being replaced by automated technology. 
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In terms of involvement in adult education, M.S. has an established internship program within 

their company and regularly contracts interns. M.S. also expressed interest in learning more 

about joining an adult education advisory board and in advertising job openings with an adult 

education program. 

 

Specific positions M.S. mentioned they are hiring for or plan to hire for in the future include 

entry-level billing, collection, management, and medical assistant intern positions. Specific skills 

and education required for these positions are listed in table 11 below. 

Table 11 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 7 

 
 

Interview 8 

Biotech – Life Science Microscope Development Company 

In-Person Interview 

President & CEO, C.S. 

 

Unlike other employers, C.S. stated they only interview applicants who have been 

recommended to them from a colleague or who are in their social network. It is most important 

to know that the applicant is reliable and comes highly recommended. Previous work 

experience in a lab and using microscopes and other lab tools was mentioned as essential to 

C.S. The important skills mentioned by C.S. include the ability to use and troubleshoot issues 

with the different lab tools, customer service skills, modern business automation skills, basic 

computer skills, lab skills, high-tech assembly skills, and high-tech drafting skills. C.S. also 

mentioned that having a certification in SolidWorks CAD/CAM software is important. To equip 

students with these skills, C.S. suggested that adult education programs provide students with 

opportunities to get hands-on experience in a biotech lab, teach business acumen, and add 

coursework on adonization, DNA sequencing, and epigenetics. 

 

C.S. stated they do not currently have an internship program but would be interested in setting 

one up if students were compensated with school credit by the adult education program. C.S. 

also mentioned they would be interested in learning more about joining an adult education 

advisory board and would advertise openings with an adult education program.  
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Specific positions C.S. mentioned they are hiring or plan to hire for in the near future include 

accounting, CAD design, assembly, sales, and quality control positions. Specific skills and 

education required for these positions are listed in table 12 below. 

Table 12 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 8 

 
 

Interview 9 

Food Services – Food Service Franchise 

Telephone Interview 

District Manager, G.T. 

 

When asked about interviewing, G.T. stated they prefer applicants who prepared ahead of time 

for the interview and who can clearly communicate how they’ve used the skills they claim to 

have. While having previous relevant work experience is a requirement for management 

positions, it is not needed for entry level positions. General skills G.T. stated are important 

include basic math skills, cash register operation skills, verbal communication skills, and the 

ability to use mobile apps on smartphones and/or tablets. To prepare students for the 

workforce, G.T. recommended that adult education programs conduct mock interviews with 

students, provide opportunities for students to gain work experience in order to develop 

professionalism and business etiquette, and develop verbal communication skills. 

  

The franchise, G.T. explained, does have an internship program for field consultants. G.T. also 

stated they would like to get more information about joining an adult education advisory 

board. In terms of advertising openings, G.T. mentioned they currently advertise openings with 

a college and would be willing to advertise with an adult education program as well. 

 

Specific positions G.T. mentioned they are hiring or plan to hire for in the near future include 

sales floor associate, order writing, and assistant management positions. Specific skills and 

education required for these positions are listed in table 13 below. 
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Table 13 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 9 

 
 

Interview 10 

Clean Tech – Environmental Remediation Equipment Company 

Telephone Interview 

President V.R. 

 

Much like G.T. above, V.R. mentioned that when interviewing, they look for applicants who are 

honest and can communicate examples of how they have used their skills in the past. All 

applicants are also required to have hands-on technical experience with the tools needed for 

their position. Specific skills V.R. stated are important include power tool operation, forklift 

operation, verbal communication skills, basic computer skills, and online research skills. 

Consistent with several other employers, V.R. recommended that adult education programs 

provide students with opportunities to get hands-on work experience – particularly using the 

tools mentioned above. 

 

When asked about setting up an internship program, V.R. stated it is something they would like 

to do but currently do not have the time or resources to do so. Much like the other employers, 

V.R. stated they are interested in getting information about joining an adult education advisory 

board and would like to advertise job openings with an adult education program. 

 

Specific positions V.R. mentioned they are hiring or plan to hire for in the near future include 

field technician and field supervisor positions. Specific skills and education required for these 

positions are listed in table 14 below. 

Table 14 

Skills/Education Needed by Position – Interview 10 
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Appendix A: Questionnaire 
North San Diego County Adult Opportunities Study Questionnaire 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

We would greatly value your participation in a brief survey about North County San Diego’s businesses and their 

talent needs. This survey should take approximately 15-20 minutes of your time. As an incentive for your 

participation, you will receive $75 as well as a topline report of key findings.  

By answering this survey, you can help inform how investments should be made to train and prepare workers to 

meet the needs of industry. The San Diego North Adult Education Partnership, together with the North San Diego 

Business Chamber, Innovate 78, and the San Diego North Economic Development Council, commissioned this 

study. Luth Research, an independent market research firm, is conducting this study.  

 

SCREENER 

 

S1.  What is your name?  

 

S2.  What the name of the company where you work?  

 

S3.  In what zip code is your company located? [ZIP CODE MUST BE LOCATED IN NORTH COUNTY SAN DIEGO] 

 

S4.  Does your company work in any of the following industries? Please select the one that best describes your 

company’s primary type of business.  

1. Advanced Manufacturing (such as robotics, automation, or nanotechnology) 

2. Biotechnology/Life Sciences 

3. Clean Technology/Renewables 

4. Healthcare 

5. Information Communication Technologies 

6. Transportation 

7. Defense or Maritime 

8. Tourism/hospitality 

9. Other (please specify) __________ 

 

S5.  Which of these best describes your role at the company where you work?  

1. C-Level (CEO, CIO, etc.) 

2. VP (top-level manager) 

3. Director (upper-level manager) 

4. Manager (mid-level manager) 

5. Supervisor (first-level manager) 

6. Associate (non-manager) 

7. Administrator (non-manager) 

8. Other (please specify) __________ 

 

 [MUST SELECT CODES 1-5 TO CONTINUE, OTHERWISE TERMINATE] 
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S6.  Thinking about your personal involvement in your company’s hiring decisions (i.e., prospective employees 

to hire for open positions at the company), which of the following is most accurate?  

1. I am the sole decision maker 

2. I am the primary decision maker but a few others are also involved 

3. I have a large amount of influence over decisions, but the ultimate decision is made by several others 

4. I have a limited amount of influence in the decision making, which is usually handled by several 

others 

5. I have little to no input in decision making 

 [MUST SELECT CODES 1-3 TO CONTINUE, OTHERWISE TERMINATE] 

 

S7.  Thinking about all of the positions at your company, how often do you hire prospective employees with 

each of the following levels of education?  

  

 

 

1. Bachelor’s degree or higher 

2. Associate’s degree, but not a bachelor’s degree or higher 

3. Technical certification from a college but not a degree 

4. Technical certification from a high school but no college 

5. Non-technical high school diploma or GED 

6. Apprenticeship training 

 [MUST SELECT CODES A-C ACROSS FOR 1+ CODES 2-6 DOWN, OTHERWISE TERMINATE] 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Q1.  How long has your company been in business? If you do not know the exact number of years, your best 

estimate is fine.  

 

Q2.  Aside from the location where you work, does your company have additional offices…?  

1. In North County San Diego (please specify how many) __________ 

2. In other parts of San Diego County (please specify how many) __________ 

3. Outside of San Diego County (please specify how many) __________ 

4. No other locations [MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE] 

 

[SHOW Q2≠1] 

For the remainder of this survey, please answer questions based on your company’s location in North County San 

Diego.  

 

[SHOW IF Q2=1] 

For the remainder of this survey, please answer questions based on all of your company’s locations in North 

County San Diego.  

 

Q3.  How many people does your company employ in North County San Diego? If you’re unsure, please give 

your best estimate.  

 

Regularly Sometimes Rarely Never Not sure / Not 

applicable 

[A] [B] [C] [D] [E] 
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1. Less than 5 

2. Between 5 and 9 

3. Between 10 and 24 

4. Between 25 and 49 

5. Between 50 and 99 

6. 100 or more 

 

Q4.  Thinking about all of the current job openings at your company, approximately what percentage require 

each of the following levels of education?  

 

1. Bachelor’s degree or higher       

2. Associate’s degree, but not a bachelor’s degree or higher  

3. Technical certification from a college but not a degree  

4. Technical certification from a high school but no college  

5. Non-technical high school diploma or GED    

6. Apprenticeship training      

 

For the remainder of this survey, please answer questions about job openings that require less than a 4-year 

college education.  

 

Q5.  How many job openings do you currently have at your company in each of the following skill areas? Your 

best estimate is fine.  

1. Administrative support 

2. Facilities/maintenance 

3. Assembler or fabricator 

4. Computer-controlled machine worker 

5. Drafter 

6. Helper – production worker 

7. Inspector, tester, sorter, weigher 

8. Machinist/mechanic 

9. Technician 

10. Welder, cutter, solderer 

11. Handler, worker, laborer 

12. Manufacturing/production technician 

13. Medical/lab technician 

14. Production/planning clerk 

15. Construction/contractor 

16. Electrician 

17. Energy auditor or rater 

18. Installer or technician 

19. Plumber, pipefitter, steamfitter 

20. Sales representative 

21. Weatherization specialist 

22. Dental assistant 
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23. Dental hygienist 

24. EMT or paramedic 

25. Home health aide 

26. Lab technician 

27. Pharmacy technician 

28. Medical biller, coder, record technician 

29. Medical assistant 

30. Nursing (assistant, licensed vocational, registered) 

31. Occupational therapy assistant 

32. Respiratory therapist 

33. Computer user support 

34. Computer network support 

35. Surveying/mapping technician 

36. Web developer 

37. Analyst 

38. Controller/dispatcher 

39. Engineer 

40. Logistics 

41. Maintenance 

42. Vehicle operator or pilot 

43. Manager 

44. Security specialist 

45. Foreperson 

46. Mechanic 

47. Machinist/assembler 

48. Computer engineer 

49. Tour guide 

50. Guest service associate 

51. Retail associate/manager 

52. Equipment operator 

53. Operations manager 

54. Park Ranger 

55. Cook 

56. Other (please specify) __________ 

 

 

Q6.  What level of skills, knowledge, and abilities are needed for the job openings at your company? Please 

select one response for each skill.  

 

 

 

 

1. Attention to detail 

Not  

needed 

Basic 

proficiency 

General 

proficiency 

Advanced 

proficiency 

Expertise 

needed 
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2. Collaboration/teamwork 

3. Oral communication 

4. Written communication 

5. Computer literacy 

6. Critical thinking 

7. Flexibility 

8. Managing multiple priorities 

9. Mathematics 

10. Organization 

11. Problem solving 

12. Technical skills associated with the job 

13. Time management 

 

Q7.  Please indicate whether your company has difficulty hiring applicants with these skills, knowledge, and 

abilities.  

 

 

1. Attention to detail 

2. Collaboration/teamwork 

3. Oral communication 

4. Written communication 

5. Computer literacy 

6. Critical thinking 

7. Flexibility 

8. Managing multiple priorities 

9. Mathematics 

10. Organization 

11. Problem solving 

12. Technical skills associated with the job 

13. Time management 

 

[ASK IF SELECTED B OR C FOR 1+ STATEMENTS IN Q7] 

Q8.  What recommendations would you give to the education system on how applicants can better develop 

the skills, knowledge, and abilities needed for the job openings at your company?  

 

Q9.  How often does your company hire applicants with education from Palomar Community College?  

1. Regularly 

2. Sometimes 

3. Rarely 

4. Never 

5. Don’t know 

 

[ASK IF Q9=1-3] 

Q10.  In general, how well-qualified are applicants with education from Palomar Community College for the 

positions when hired?  

1. Meet all of the requirements for the position 

No difficulty Some difficulty Great difficulty 
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2. Meet most of the requirements for the position 

3. Meet some of the requirements for the position 

4. Meet a few of the requirements for the position 

5. Meet none of the requirements for the position 

 

Q11.  Does your company plan to expand the business in the next year? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

3. Don’t know 

 

[ASK IF Q11=1] 

Q12.  What types of roles will need to be filled? Please select all that apply in each category.  

 Skill Level  

1. Low-skilled: No more than a high school education 

2. Middle-skilled: More than a high school education but less than a 4-year college education 

3. High-skilled: A 4-year college education or more 

4. Don’t know 

 

Position  

1. Entry-level 

2. Worker with experience 

3. Middle management 

4. Upper management 

5. Don’t know 

 

Q13.  Thinking about job openings that require less than a 4-year college education, in what skill areas does 

your company plan to expand?  

1. Administrative support 

2. Facilities/maintenance 

3. Assembler or fabricator 

4. Computer-controlled machine worker 

5. Drafter 

6. Helper – production worker 

7. Inspector, tester, sorter, weigher 

8. Machinist/mechanic 

9. Technician 

10. Welder, cutter, solderer 

11. Handler, worker, laborer 

12. Manufacturing/production technician 

13. Medical/lab technician 

14. Production/planning clerk 

15. Construction/contractor 

16. Electrician 

17. Energy auditor or rater 
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18. Installer or technician 

19. Plumber, pipefitter, steamfitter 

20. Sales representative 

21. Weatherization specialist 

22. Dental assistant 

23. Dental hygienist 

24. EMT or paramedic 

25. Home health aide 

26. Lab technician 

27. Pharmacy technician 

28. Medical biller, coder, record technician 

29. Medical assistant 

30. Nursing (assistant, licensed vocational, registered) 

31. Occupational therapy assistant 

32. Respiratory therapist 

33. Computer user support 

34. Computer network support 

35. Surveying/mapping technician 

36. Web developer 

37. Analyst 

38. Controller/dispatcher 

39. Engineer 

40. Logistics 

41. Maintenance 

42. Vehicle operator or pilot 

43. Manager 

44. Security specialist 

45. Foreperson 

46. Mechanic 

47. Machinist/assembler 

48. Computer engineer 

49. Tour guide 

50. Guest service associate 

51. Retail associate/manager 

52. Equipment operator 

53. Operations manager 

54. Park Ranger 

55. Cook 

56. Other (please specify) __________ 

 

[ASK IF Q11=1] 

Q14.  How, if at all, will the skills, knowledge, and abilities needed to fill these roles in the next year differ from 

what is needed to fill current job openings?   
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1. Attention to detail 

2. Collaboration/teamwork 

3. Oral communication 

4. Written communication 

5. Computer literacy 

6. Critical thinking 

7. Flexibility 

8. Managing multiple priorities 

9. Mathematics 

10. Organization 

11. Problem solving 

12. Technical skills associated with the job 

13. Time management 

 

Q15.  Do you think there will be growth or expansion in the [INSERT INDUSTRY FROM S4] industry in the next 5 

years?  

1. Yes 

2. No 

3. Don’t know 

 

 

[ASK IF Q15=1] 

Q16.  What new skills, knowledge, and abilities will the current employees at your company need to gain in 

order to support this growth? 

1. Technical skills (please specify) __________ 

2. Communication skills (please specify) __________ 

3. Other soft skills, such as critical thinking, teamwork, etc. (please specify) __________ 

4. Other (please specify) __________ 

5. Don’t know 

 

[ASK IF Q15=1] 

Q17.  What recommendations would you give to the education system on how to equip the workforce with 

these new skills, knowledge, and abilities?  

 

Q18.  Which marketing channels do you use to advertise job openings at your company? Please select all that 

apply.  

1. Company website 

2. Events/job fairs 

3. Online job boards 

4. Newspapers 

5. Recruiters 

6. Social media 

Less proficiency will be 

needed 

The same level of proficiency 

will be needed 

Greater proficiency will be 

needed 
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7. Trade magazines 

8. Other (please specify) __________ 

 

Q19.  Does your company have any internship programs?  

 

1. Yes, a high school internship program 

2. Yes, a college internship program 

3. Yes, another type of internship program (please specify) __________ 

4. No, the company does not have any internship programs  

 

Q20.  Would your company consider implementing an internship program in the future? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

3. Don’t know 

 

Q21.  Aside from internships, what other ways might your company support students as they prepare for the 

workforce?  

 

 

 

1. Industry tour 

2. Speakers in the classroom 

3. Mentorship 

4. Mock interviews 

5. Conference 

6. Career/job fair 

7. Other (please specify) __________  

 

Thank you, those are all the questions we have for you today. We really appreciate your time, the information you 

have shared with us will be used to help improve workforce training and education programs in North County San 

Diego. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Our company already 

does this 

Our company would 

be open to this 

Our company would 

not be open to this 

Don’t know 
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Appendix B: In-Depth Interview Discussion Guide 
North San Diego County Adult Opportunities Study In-Depth Interview Discussion Guide 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
I understand you participated in a survey not long ago on this topic with Luth Research and have agreed to allow us 
to do a deeper dive on some details regarding this topic. 
 
I am interviewing on behalf of the Education to Career Network of North San Diego County, a local non-profit 
group that works to leverage resources and increase collaboration and partnerships among providers of adult 
education and support services within the region.  The purpose of the Network is to assist students in reaching 
their individual educational goals, including career advancement, college preparation, and life enrichment. 
 

 As a noted business and community leader we are talking to/calling you and other leaders with the intent that 
your input will help to shape the future of programming for Adult Education students in the region. These 
findings will also benefit you and your company in filling future needed positions with individuals that have 
been educated and trained with the skills required to satisfy your employment needs. 

 

 For your participation we will send you a $150 stipend. The interview should take less than 25 minutes and I 
think you’ll find it interesting and the time will be used well.  

 

 I am here only to explore your ideas and gain feedback so my client, can best be of service to the employment 
needs of the market and incorporate what you feel is in the best interest of your company. 
 

 You can be assured that no information you share with me will be directly traceable back to you unless you 
desire it to be shared.  This is strictly for the purposes of market research. We are not going to try and sell you 
anything in this interview.  
 

 Logistics: 
o No breaks during the discussion. 
o Your interview will be audio taped only to help me with my reporting of results.  I need you to 

respond by saying “yes” that you understand this interview is being recorded.  Please say “yes” now. 
o Be candid and honest, no wrong answers. 
 

 Confirm Participant’s Information 
o Full Name 
o Position/Affiliation 
o Company Name or Affiliation  

 
HOW EMPLOYMENT HIRING DECISIONS ARE DETERMINED & NEEDED SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES 
 

 For the purposes of today’s interview, I wish to concentrate only on your North San Diego County hiring 
needs specifically for jobs that require less than a 4-year degree. (Even if you have offices elsewhere) Can I 
answer any questions before moving forward? 
 

 What things will drive you to make the decision – or initiates the spark to cause you to recognize the need 
for a new employee hiring? 
  

 When performing interviews, what would you suggest can help applicants be better prepared for their 
interview? 

o What do you find are the biggest gaps among new applicants in regards to their education? 
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o How much of a factor is their level of job experience? (i.e. is training available on the job vs. 
having educational preparedness?) 
 

 My client is interested in knowing more about the specific positions you have at your company now and 
that you anticipate in the near future (say 1-5 years) that require more than a high school diploma but less 
than a 4-year degree.  
 

 Can you list these positions? 
o What does this position in your company entail? 
o What specific skills, knowledge and abilities are most important for this positon? 

 What are some specific tasks/responsibilities where these skills are needed? 
 How do you evaluate whether these skills are adequate or lacking in an employee? 
 Do you have any thoughts as to how the adult education system can help to develop this 

skill in adults?  
 What are the internal or external resources you use for training your employees with 

these skills? 
 What specifically is required when we talk about technical skills?  
 When we say “computer skills” are we talking about basic computer literacy such as 

Microsoft Office and email skills or is it more high tech computer skills such as 
networking or even programming? 

o What specific education, technical training and certifications are generally needed or preferred 
for this position? 

o Across all of your entry and mid-level positions, what specific technical training/certifications are 
required – if any? 
 

 
EDUCATION 
 

 How good of a job do you feel the North County education system is doing in preparing the adult applicants 
you interview? 
 

 In your experience, are there any technical training or certification programs in North County or elsewhere 
that have been more successful in preparing the adult applicants you interview? Why?  

 

 What types of technical training or certification courses do you feel adult education programs should invest 
in? (Probe…Why?) 

 
Palomar Community College is a North County college located in San Marcos which has a partnership with Adult 
Education programs in the region. 
 

 What recommendations would you give Palomar Community College in particular as to how applicants can 
better develop the skills, knowledge, and abilities needed for job openings at your company?  

 
INVOLVEMENT IN ADULT EDUCATION 
 

 Does your company offer internships or apprenticeship programs – in which areas? 
 

 Are you currently serving on an adult education advisory board or a similar advisory board? 
o (If yes) What is the name of the advisory board and in what capacity do you serve? 
o (If no) Would you be interested in joining and/or receiving more information about joining an 

adult education advisory board? 
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 When you have a job opening such as what we’ve talked about today, which marketing channels do you 
use for your job postings?  

o If an adult education program had a way for you to advertise your openings with them free of 
charge, would you utilize that service? 

 
CLOSE 

 Last question, is there anything I should have asked you, but didn’t? 
 
THANK PARTICIPANT 
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Appendix C: ZIP Codes Included 
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Appendix D: About Luth Research 

 

Luth Research is a full-service market research company which holds an industry-wide 

reputation for research excellence backed by 39 years of experience and rigor. Powered by its 

proprietary international research panel, Luth creates the innovative technology and research 

methods required for businesses to thrive. From traditional research to tracking digital 

behavior, Luth Research blends research expertise with proprietary data collection resources to 

offer insights not accessible elsewhere. 

 

With an experienced team of research and statistical professionals led by Dr. Becky Wu, Ph.D., 

Luth Research offers a wide range of analytical and consulting services that are geared to make 

research more efficient and effective – in essence, turning knowledge into intelligence.  

 

 Luth’s expertise in education and San Diego extends to cover a diverse array of quantitative, 

qualitative, and digital research techniques such as new product development, segmentation, 

branding & advertising, customer satisfaction, audience insights, and forecasting & modeling. 

 

Research Team 

 

Rebeca Rech 

Research Analyst 

With a diverse background in research including both academic and market research 

experience, Rebeca excels at analyzing and drawing actionable insights from research data. 

Rebeca has experience in a variety of market research methodologies including customer 

satisfaction, consumer insights, cross-platform digital behavior, and advertising effectiveness 

research. With a careful eye for detail, Rebeca maintains a high level of quality assurance 

ensuring the most reliable research findings. Having previous work experience in the adult 

education field, Rebeca brings additional depth of knowledge to research focused on the adult 

education field.  

 

Rebeca earned her Bachelor’s Degree at Rutgers University where she completed her 

undergraduate thesis project in the area of social psychology research. 

 

Becky Wu, Ph.D. 

Senior Executive Vice President 

With extensive academic training in media effects and innovation diffusion, Becky brings unique 

perspectives in a wide array of research practices, particularly in the areas of cross-platform 
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digital measurement, path to purchase research, advertising effectiveness, new product 

development, media measurement, and branding and marketing strategies. 

 

Becky is the co-inventor of Luth Research’s ZQ Intelligence™ cross-platform digital behavior 

measurement platform. She drives innovative research solutions in integrating digital behavior 

data, survey data and other data sources to deliver fresh and meaningful insights. Her 

consultancy to clients also includes multivariate methodologies and statistical modeling ranging 

from segmentation analysis, multivariate analysis, price sensitivity analysis, to predictive 

modeling. 

 

Becky earned her Ph.D. at Pennsylvania State University; her focus was in the diffusion of 

mobile technologies. Becky’s dissertation research offers a breakthrough view on how to 

understand diffusion of computer-based video and mobile video. 
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